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Abstract
This project is a demonstration of Knowledge Transfer. Knowledge in the fabrication, operation
and application of radiation detector s originall y developed for particle physics experiments has
been exploited in diverse areas of research like medic al applications . Microstrip detectors,
commo nplace in particle physics "trackers", have been evaluated as dosim eters for radiotherapy
modalities. Hospital trails conducted un der the supervisio n of clinical scientists demonstrated the
viability of these detec tors as dosimeters both in the quality assurance of linear accelera tors and
potentially in treatment planning verification. Important quantities of interest to the clinical
scientist, l ike depth -dose distributio ns, o utput factors , off axis ratios etc. were measured with MV
X-Rays from a clinical Linac and compared with the prese nt day standard do simeters. All res ults
showed the performance of our novel dosimeter to be as good as or even better than that of the
hospital dosimeter s. Moreover the ability of o ur system f or dose distributio n measu rements in real
time was pr oven .
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1 Introduction
1.1

The microstrip detector

The microstrip is a position se nsitive detector used f or charged particle tracking [1]. In its generic
format it comprises of a linear array of diodes, typically realised in silicon technology, where the
presence of a signal in a diode well above the noise level, marks the passage of a particle, see
Figure 1.

Figure 1 Schem atic drawing of a microstrip detect or and its principle of operation for charged
particle tracking in high energy particle physics exper iments [ 2].

The introd uction o f the planar pr ocess by Kemmer [ 3] that util ised fabrication techniques
originally developed in the microelectronic s industry for the manufacturing of VLSI electronics,
allowed for the fabrication of reliab le devices with a variety of designs (single or double sided
etc.) with specialised features (e .g. integrating bi asing schemes, dou ble metal layers for o ne sided
read-out etc.) in bulk that is with high yield and at lower cost. Since then, microstrip detectors are
commo nly employed in particle physics experiments for charge particle tracking with impressive
performance having achieved spatial resolutions o f only a few micrometers [ 4]. Their success has
been highlighted in the forthc oming experiments at the Large Hadron Collider , where their use
reached unprecedented levels. For example the CMS experiment features an all silicon tracker
with approximately 10 million channels of microstrip detectors and a total active area of
app roxi mately 210 m 2 of silicon manufactured by 450 m2 of wa fer material [ 5].
Based on the demon strated success of the microstrip detectors in particle physics
experiments and the evident maturity of the technology could there be a merit in transferring the
knowledge of their technology and capabilities to other areas of research and more importantly
the health sector?
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1.2

Radiotherapy

The aim of radi otherapy is the delivery of a lethal do se of radiation to a v olume of diseased tissue
while simultaneously sparing the surr ounding healthy t issue. However, in p ractice there is always
a trade off between the damage imparted on the diseased site versus that to the healthy tissue. In
fact the basis of radiotherapy lies in the difference of the response to radiation between healthy
and diseased tissue, shown in Figure 2. This illustrates the cell respo nse, measured in terms of
mortality percentag e, as a function of dose for cancerous and normal cells. The position of the
curve f or the tumo ur cells , being on the left of the one fo r the normal cells , provides a wind ow of
opportunity for treatment since it implies that the tumour cells are killed first. Thus one has the
opportunity to kill the diseased cells before radiation damage occurs to the surrounding healthy
tissue. In fact, the windo w's "border" is defined as the dose where the damage to the healthy
tissue (termed "complication" in the figure) becomes significant. This varies with radiation type
and energy but also between different cells. Nonetheless, wheneve r a situation is encountered as
the one shown in the figure , there is a p ossibility for c ure.

Figure 2 Illustration of the cell response for normal and tumou r cells [6Error! Referen ce source not
found.].

Radiotherapy comes in two basic approaches, teletherapy (therapy from a distance) and
brachytherapy (therapy in close proximity). Each encompasses a number of differe nt modalities.
In teletherapy for example o ne may use p hotons of differe nt energies, as in MV or kV , sometimes
called ortho voltage teletherapy, or even chose a different particle type, like electrons (electron
MV teletherapy) or protons and ions (hadron thera py).

1.3

Stereotaxy

Stereotactic radiat ion therapy modalities are the radiotherapy variants of stereotactic surgery
develope d at UCL in 1908 by Sir Victor Horsley and Robert H. Clarke. They, like their
forerunner, were develope d because of the demanding requirements of (dose) localisation in the
treatment of intracranial lesions [ 6, 7, 8]. Stereotac tic radiosurgery (SRS) 1 is a single f raction
treatment, whereas stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) refers to a dose delivery in multiple fractions.
Both rely on the use of a stereotactic frame, fixed on the patient's head, for the precise target
localisat ion prior to treatment. They also utilise 3D imaging techniques, like CT or MRI, for
target visualisat ion as well as 3D treatment planning software. The high degree of dose
conformity is the trademar k of both stereotactic modalities. However, due to the small target
1

Developed by Lars Leksell in 1951.
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volumes typically encountere d, stringent demand s are imposed on the dosimetry, which has to
cope with small fie ld si zes (less than 4 cm) and steep dose gradients at the edges of the treatment
volume . The most commo n stereotactic techniques for dose delivery are the X-ray and gamma
knif e.

1.3.1 X-ray knife
This is a LINAC based technique, where multiple noncoplanar arcs of circular or dynamically
shaped beams are used for the dose delivery. The beams converg e on the machine's isocentre,
which is stereotactic ally made to coincide with the cent re of t arget. T ypical energies of 6 MV are
used, as more penetrating radiation is not required for head and neck treatments. The target
localisat ion accuracy depe nds mainly on two factors:

•
•

the positional accuracy o f the target v olume within the frame ,
the position of the f rame in relation to the is ocentre.

An overall accuracy of around 1mm is typically achieved between the streotactical ly defined
target centre and the isocentre with the dominant factor being the error in the target local isation.
To get an idea of the relative weight of the contributing factors , the mechanical accuracy of the
isocentre is better than 0.5-0.7 mm, whereas that of the stereotactic frame centre is within 0.1
mm. The er ror in the target location depe nds on the imaging technique used during diagnosis with
the best values being measure d with CT, between 1.3 to 0.6 mm [ 6]. The picture of a typical
frame f or an X-ray knife is s hown in the figure below. Apa rt form the p ositioning pi ns to the head
one sees the fiducial marke rs, the vertical and diago nal bars on the peri phery of the device that act
as referencing points.

Figure 3 Basic stereot actic system, from [ 6].

In the next figure one sees the beam arrangement in a treatment plan fo r SRT with X-ray
knife. In this example, five different fields are used, each in the form of an arc at different plane,
representing a differe nt gantry angle. The beams converge on the isocentre, which is made to
coincide with the treatment volume's centre. Also shown are the locations of the stereotactic
helmet's bars that are used for referencing an d localisation p urposes.
Beam collimation is achieved by the use of a tertiary collima tion system, which is
directly mounted below the second collimator's jaws. It features a central hole with a cone shape
and a typical length of 15 cm. A number o f cones with differe nt diameters are used, ranging fr om
5 to 40 mm, as needed to treat the various lesions. The extension of the collimator, thus the
smaller distance to the surface, results in steeper dose gradients at the edge of the field and
sharpe r penumbras, as will be explained i n the next chapter.
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Figure 4 SRT wit h an X-ray knife incor porating f ive non -coplanar a rcs. Also s hown a re the fi ducial
markers fo r target location through imaging (he re CT), f rom [6].

1.3.2 Gamma knife
The gamma knife techniq ue is used for SRS and utilises a large numbe r of isocentric beams of
gamma rays for the simultaneo us irradiation of a brain lesion. This is possible by incorporating a
large number ( e.g. 201) of radioactive cobalrt -60 sources in a hemisphe rical arrangement, which
are individ ually collimat ed by a specially designed helmet, as sh own in the next figures.

Figure 5 The gamma kn ife unit used at Sheffiel d's Weston Park hospital [12].

Figure 6 Detail of collimator helmets for a gamma kn ife system [12].

The collimator system has two parts. The primary collimator is fixed by being machined
in the central body. Secondary collimation is provide d by a number of interchangeable helmets
with different dimensio ns for the channel width that produce circular fields of different size
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ranging from 4 to 18 mm at the focus point ("isoce ntre"). The p ositioning accuracy of the helmets
is within 0.1 mm. Selected collima tor channels can be blocked to shield the eyes or optimise the
dose distributio n. A stereotactic helmet attached to the patient's skull is use d for target localisation
and positioning with res pect to the isocentre.

1.3.3 Dose distributions in small fields
The d osimetric pro blems enco untered in stereotactic t echniques ha ve bro ught additional deman ds
on the dosimeter specifications due to the small size of the radiation fields and the steep
penu mbras, b oth of which are key ingredients for the s uccess of t hese radi otherapy m odalities. An
example of typical dose distrib utions encountered with stere otactic beams is sho wn in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Transverse beam p rofiles of variou s stereotactic be ams. Diamon ds fo r a ga mma k nife w ith 4
mm coll imator , squares for 6 MV X-ray knife with 12.5 mm coll imator, triangles for 18 mm gamma
knife and c rosses for 6 MV X -ray knife with 22.5 mm colli mator, f rom [ 7].
Figure 8 visually depicts the dose distributions with the various collimators in the gamma

knife case.

Figure 8 Dose dist ributions represented wit h wooden models fo r the coll imators used by a gamma
knife [12].

When measuring the central axis dose, lateral electronic disequilibrium complicates the
interpretation of the measurements since the detec tor has a finite size and the dose may vary
significantl y from the centre to its periphery. To minimise this effect the dete ctor size should be
smaller than the field size, which could be as small as 4 mm, show n in the above figures. A
detector with small size or high spatial resolution is also necessary in order to resolve the large
dose gradients at the penu mbra. Both previous figures serve to demo nstrate the magnitude of the
task in ha nd for small field d osimetry.
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To successf ully address the do simetry pro blems in small fields, various types o f detectors
have been used, namely ionisation chambers, films, thermolu minescent dosimeters (TLD) and
silicon diodes. Howev er, none of these p rovide an ideal solution [9]. Films, TLD and diodes have
an energy depen ding res ponse, with the former also s uffering fr om statistical uncertainti es in their
measurements, which often make the res ults difficult to re plicate. Diodes sh ow angle depen dence,
whereas io nisation cham bers are i nadeq uate mainly because of their large size. This is highli ghted
in the work by Rise et al. [ 10] in the case of 6 MV beams. There, uncertainties of 2.5 % in the
central ax is dose of 12.5 mm wide fields were measured with a 3.5 mm wide ionisation chamber.
The uncertainty in the beam profile measurements was up to 1 mm and the measurements were
limited to 12.5 mm fields by the dosimeter's size. Thus, this detector would have been unable to
resolve the dose distributions for the smaller collimator sizes shown in Figure 7. Finally, diodes
and TLD do not inherently possess spatial resolution being single element devices, so either
arrays have to be constructed by arranging individual devices side by side or a single device
needs to be scanne d across the field. The former solution has problems associated with the dead
space between devices, as dem onstrated in the original work of the Sheffield gamma knife group
[11], whereas the latter is impractical when using a solid water helmet. Moreover, TLDs, like
films, are not direct readout devices thus ad ding to the QA time burden, eve ntually restrict ing the
patient thro ughput.
Thus, it woul d be of great benefit to the field of small field dosimetry, if a detec tor could
be made that would be small enough to av oid p roblems with lateral electronic equilibri um, would
have high spatial resolution sufficient to resolve the steep penumbras and direct read-out for real
time measurements. This thesis will describe the results of a project 2 dedicated to deliver such a
detector.
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2 Experimental Set-up
2.1

The radiation source

A megavoltag e linear accelerator (MV LINAC) was used as the source of X-rays for all hospital
measurements. T he main c omponents o f a LINAC are [ 1, 2]:

•

The injection system, usually an electrostatic accelerator ("electron gun") that consists of the
electron source and electrodes. The former is a tungsten filament from which electrons are
emitted thermionicaly and the latter are used for focus and the initial electron acceleration to
typical energy values 50- 100 keV.

•

The radio-frequency system that comprises of the master r/f oscillator and microwa ve power
generator, like a klystron, which provide the microwave power via the wave guide for the
main acceleration and are also responsible for the grouping of electrons in "bunches" making
the LINA C a pulsed s ource.

•

The beam transport system responsible for the main electron acceleration and includes the
waveguide for the transfer of the microwave po wer, the accelerator tube and the magnets for
steering and f ocusing purpos es.

•

The treatment head, where the final focusing takes place, as well as the pr oduction of X-rays
by bremsstra hlung following the electron absorption by a metallic target, e.g. tungsten.
Additional compo nents therein are flattening filters, primary and secondary collimators,
respo nsible for the final shape of the X-ray beam, as well as beam monitoring devices, for
dose, dose rate an d field symmetry measu rements an d adjustments.

•

The supporting systems, like vacuum and air pressure pumps, gas system, water cooling
system, shielding for radiation protection eq uipment.

Figure 9 Block diagram of a ty pical med ical L INAC, f rom [2].

Of particular imp ortance f or the mo dern radi otherapy mo dalities is a spec ial set of collimators the
multileaf collimators (MLC). They are located at the end of the treatment head as an add -on
component after the secondary collimators, or sometimes replacing them altogether. MLCs are
series of opposing leaves, typically 60 leave pairs, each leave individ ually controlled by a
computer. They are used to provide irregular field shapes and are one of the key enabling
technologies behind IMRT. They are made of tungsten alloys and have a thickness along the
beam direction ranging from 6 to 7.5 cm, depending on the accelerator design, but in anyway
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sufficient to provide less than 2% transmissio n. A "tongue & groove" design is used to minimise
leakage between adja cent le aves, typica lly less than 3%. Final ly, the leaves have a curved sha ped
ends to avoid beam har dening a nd for sharp penumbras.

Figure 10 Picture of a mult ileaf c ollimator 3.

All hospital measurements described in the next chapters were t aken at the Wes ton Park Hospital
in Sheffield using a Varian 2100 CLINAC linear accelerator equipped with multileaf collimators
(MLC), see Figure 11 . The detector was sandwiched between slabs of a solid water phantom to
allow for full scatter conditions. The surface -to-source distance (SSD) was 100 cm and the
phantom thickness varied, but it was always enough to provide charge particle electronic
equilibrium conditions, e.g. more than 1.5 cm for 6 MV X-rays. The lateral distance of the
detector to the phantom's edge was more than 3cm, once more guaranteeing with (lateral)
electronic equilibrium.

Figure 11 The linear accelerator used in the hosp ital measurements.

3

courtesy of Varian Medical Systems, http://www.v arian. com
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2.2

Standard dosimeters

Various dosimeters from the hospital standar ds have been used as reference and also for "cross
checking" pu rposes thr oughout the tests.

2.2.1 Thimble chamber
This is a sma ll "air -wall" ionisation chamber (typical volume 0.6 cm 3) used for absolute X-ray
dosimetry. Shown in Figure 12 , it consists of an aluminium central electrode (wire) with a typical
diameter of 1 mm and a length of around 20 mm, surrounded by a graphite wall (cap) of 7 x 25
mm (diameter x length). Developed i n the early 1970's by A ird and Farme r [ 6] as an imp rovement
of the original Farmer chamber that was used as a seconda ry standard in photon dosimetry it
shows a characteristic respo nse that does not vary significantly from one instrument to another.
By incorporating the Bragg-Gray cavit y theo ry that assumes:

•
•

the presence of the cavity does not pertu rb the charge particle field, i.e. their range is grea ter
than the cavity dimensio ns and
the dose within the cavity is entirely due to the charged particles, i.e. they are neither
generated no r absorbed in the gas v olume but start an d stop in the wall material.

One can determine the dose in the wall material (D g) from the measurement of the ionisation
inside the cavity. This is d one by the sim ple fo rmula:

Dw
=
Dg

Sw
 Q w   m S w 
⇒ Dw = 

 m e  g  m S g 
m Sg
m

Eq. 1

where Q is the charge liberated in the gas, m is the mass of the gas, w the mean energy to create
an electron -hole pair in the gas, e the electron charge and mS the mass collision stopping power
for the secondary charged particles for the wall (w) and gas (g) materials. As such, "B-G" does
not require the presence of charged particle equilibrium for the determination of dose. However,
the wall thickness usually varies and a "build-up cap" maybe added (as shown in the figure)
depen ding o n the photon e nergy range to p rovide charge particle equilibrium. F or completeness, a
number of correction s are commonly added to the above formula for the calculation of dose, to
account f or temperature, pressure a nd ion recom bination effects.

Figure 12 Thimble ionisat ion chambe r.

2.2.2 Film
Radiographic film is usually employed for relative dosimetry. It consists of an emulsion of silver
bromide (AgBr) grains disperse d in a gelatine binder that acts as the active medium and is
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depo sited on either side of a plastic base for support and encapsulated by a thin plastic coating.
As a result of the energy dep osition that follo ws an X -ray expos ure the AgBr grains are converted
to elemental silver close to the interaction point. Thus a "latent" image is created, which is
subsequently amplified by the chemical reactions in the develo pment stage that result in a
measurable reduction of the optical transparency, i.e. an increase of the optical density. This can
then be measure d by means of a densitomete r and assuming a linear response (true when a small
fraction of AgBr is converted) it will be pr oportional to the a bsorbed dose [ 1].

2.3

The detector

The detector is made on high resistivity (1 -10 kO cm) 300 µm thick n -type silicon, on which a
linear array of p -type diodes are fabricated by ion implantation . The diode pitch is 250 µm to
provide sufficient resolving power for sub -millimetre resolution. A multi -guard ring structure
surrounds the pixel array in order to minimise the surface component of the leakage current by
drawing away the excess current from the edges and also to define the active volume [ 3], see
Figure 13 .

Figure 13 Left -hand side, a drawing detail of a detector element (pixel) and its dimens ions with units
in millimet res. On the right , a drawing of the end of detect or a rray and its guar d ring st ructure.

A prototype dosimeter is show n in Figure 14 . From left to right of the picture one sees the
detector, the rectangular dark box on the top of the green coloured printed circuit board (PCB),
followe d by the front end readout electron ic integrated circuit (ROIC), not visible being placed
underneath the silver protection cover. The distance of the detector to ROIC allows for the
appropriate layout of tracks but mostly acts as a precautionary against radiation damage of the
electronics by accidental exposure to the MV X-rays. Also shown in the picture are the various
electronic compo nents for the ROIC control and data acquisition with most significant among
them the 14bit ADC converter and the fully programmable gate array (FPGA) the black square
with white label on right hand side. A more detai led description of dosimeter is given in the
following section.
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Figure 14 Picture of the 12 8-channel prototype detector and associated electronics.

2.4

The readout electronics

The XDAS 4 DAQ system is used for the detector read-out [ 4]. This consists of a 128 channel
preamplifier ROIC, the X2CHIP5. The preamplifiers work in charge integrating mode with a
variable capacitanc e on the feedback loop for gain and dynamic range control [ 5] that is
externall y discharged by means of a FET, see Figure 15 . A main feature is the dual sample and
hold (S&H) circuitry for every chan nel, i.e. the capacitance C 1 and C2. This allows the chip to be
active during read -out, keeping the dead time to a minimum (less than 1 µs, define d by the width
of the RESET pulse) 6. It also allows for true correlated double sampling (CDS) a techniq ue for
fixed pattern noise reduction [5]. For each channel the output of the integrating amplifier is
sampled at the beginning and at the end of the integration period o n a differe nt pair of capacitors,
e.g. C1A and C1B. At the end of the integration period the two stored voltages of C1A, C1B are
read via a multiplexer to a differential amplifier, thus the final analogue output is the voltage
difference that corresponds to the integrated charge generated at the detector during the
integration period. Digitisation takes place on board by a 14-bit ADC and the read-out chain is
completed by a fully programmable gate array (FPGA). This is used for local memory storage
and simple, "on the fly", image processing, like background subtraction, gain normalisation and
signal averaging. The digital data are then finally sent to the computer via a shielded SCSI cable
for sto rage and f urther (off line) pr ocessing. The XDAS D AQ system a llows for integration times
between 10 µsec to 50 msec with the ability to extend the latter to 10 sec by adding up to 512
frames at the on-board memory (digital signal averaging). The maximum read -out rate is 5
Mb/sec when read by a dedicated PCI card and up to 63 boards can be daisy -chained to form a
single system. The maximum charge ("well capacit y") that can be stored per channel is 15 pC.
Finally, it should be noted that XDAS can be us ed either in asynchro nous or synch ronous read out
mode being triggered either internally or by a n external pulse, e .g. from the LINAC.

4

Provided b y ETL Ltd., Ruislip, UK
Designe d by CC LRC, R AL, Didcot, UK
6
The system's de ad time is around 110 µs defined by the ADC s peed.
5
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Figure 15 Functional d iagram of a si ngle channel of the XCH IP readou t chip.
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3 Measurements
3.1

Electrical tests

Standar d electrical measurements for the detector characterisation should precede any tests with
radiation, as indicative for the operating con ditions of the de vice. They could also p rovide help ful
data that assist the analys is of the detector resp onse to radiation, for example by pro viding insight
to the expec ted noise levels thus allowing for a back -of -the-envelope determination of the energy
resolution . In the case of semiconductor detectors the most fundamental of these measurements
are those o f the cur rent an d capacitance as a function of ap plied v oltage, cal led current -voltage (IV) and capacitance-voltage (C -V) characteristics respectivel y.

3.1.1 I-V characteristics
Almost all semiconductor detectors are based on a p-n diode configuration, especial ly those that
work in the photo current mode. The ideal cur rent -voltage characteristi c for a diode is given by the
famou s Shockley eq uation, c ommonly k nown as the "dio de law" [ 13]:

(

)

J = J o e qv / kT − 1

Eq. 2

where Jo is the leakage current density, q the charge of the electron, V the applied voltage, k the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the device. An example of an I
-V curve is show n
in Figure 16 . The ideal diode law holds for abrupt junctions, at low injection levels and when no
generation cur rent is p resent. Under these c onditions, t he leakage current is given by:

Jo =

qD p p no
Lp

+

qDn n po
Ln

Eq. 3

where Dp (Dn) the diffusi on coefficient for holes (electron s), p no (n po) the concentration of holes
(electrons) in the n (p) region under equilibrium conditions and Lp (L n) the diffusio n length for
holes (electrons) . The leakage current depe nds str ongly on temperatu re and va ries as exp( -Eg/kT),
where Eg is the ban dgap.
When, minority carrier generation -recombination is important, as in the case of silicon
detectors, the ab ove equatio n gets mo dified as:

Jo = q

D p ni2
qn W
+ i
τ p ND
τe

Eq. 4

where τp is the diffusion lifetime of holes, τe the effective lifetime of the minority carriers in the
depletion region, n i intrinsic carrier concentration, N D the donor conce ntration an d W the width of
the depletion region. The first term is the diffusion part of the current, whereas the second term
describes generation -recombination inside the depletion region. It also assumes carrier depletion
predominantly in the n -side of the junction as is the case when p po >> n no , i.e. when the p -side is
more heavily doped. Following the application of reverse bias, the leakage current in the
generation-recombination case does not saturate, but increases with increasing voltage as a
functio n of V1/2 reflecting its dependence of the width of the depletion region, which also grows
like V 1/2. Final ly, there are other factors that contribute to the leakage current like the qualit y of
the metal contacts, the presence of in the forbidden energy zone (bandgap) and surface effects.
These all are more difficult to describe as they depend largely on manufacturing process, like
surface passivation etc.
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Figure 16 The current-voltage characteristic cu rve for an ideal diode f rom [ 13].

3.1.2 C-V characteristic
The capacitance of a n one -sided abrupt junctio n is given by [ 13]:

C=

εs
(βVbi ± βV − 2)−1/ 2
2 LD

Eq. 5

where C is the capacitance per unit area (F/m 2), es the semicon ductor permittivity, LD the Debye
length, ß is a parameter that depen ds on the temperature, Vbi the built -in potential, V the applied
voltage and the ± sign applies to conditions of reverse and forward bias respectively. Reverse
biasing the diode increases the depletion region , con sequently decreases the capacitance (C∝A/L)
with the minimu m given at f ull depletion.

Figure 17 C-V charact eristic curve for a d iode detect or from [ 14].

It is clear from the ab ove equation that by plotting 1/C 2 versus V one should obtain a straight line:

1
2 L2D
= 2 (βVbi ± βV − 2)
C2
εs

Eq. 6

the slope of which will determine the impurity concentration because of the Debye dependence,
LD∝√N, whilst the ordinate's intercept will depend on the built -in potential for a given
temperature.
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3.2

Dosimetric measurements

The detector develo ped in this project was aimed as a dosimeter for stereotactic radiosu rgery
(SRS). The main quantities of interest in SRS dosimetry are: a) c entral ax is dose distribution, e.g.
percentage depth dose c urves, b ) off axis ratios, i.e. cr oss-beam profiles and c) dose output factors
[1]. However, access to Weston Park Hospital's gamma knife was not po ssible for the d uration of
this project due to patients' demand for the facility, thus we had to resort for the purpose of the
measurements to the use of a MV LINAC of the type shown i n the p revious cha pter. Nonetheless,
the said quantities are the basic beam data needed as input to the treatment planning software in
all teletherapy modalities, either in megavoltage radiotherapy or stereotactic radiosurgery, thus
crucial in defining the overall ac curacy of the treatment [ 16]. Therefore, these sets of data will be
acquired during acceptance testing and commissio ning of a new LINAC and continuously
monitore d by periodic QA checks throughout the "clinical" lifetime of the machine . Hence, any
new detector that is to b e of use to the medical physicist in aspects of dosimetry for radiotherapy
should be firstly "benchma rked" against these m ost fu ndamental of quantities.

3.2.1 Percentage Depth Dose
The percentage depth dose (PDD) curve s hows the central axis dose va riation with tissue dept h. It
is measured by placing small volume dosimeters (like ionisation chambe rs, TLDs etc.) at various
depths of water or water equivalent phantom s (PMA, sol id water etc.) on the central beam axis.
PDD is defined as:

PDD (d , A, f , E ) = 100 *

DQ
Dp

Eq. 7

where Dq and Dp is the do se in the points Q an d P (the p oint of maximum dose) , shown in Figure
18 . Apart from its explici t dependence of depth, PDD also varies with field size (A), source to
surface distance (f) and beam e nergy (E).

Figure 18 Schematic drawi ng of the parameters that define PDD, from [ 16]

Typical PD D curves in M V photo n beams, s how an initial rise with depth u p to a maximum d ose,
the build-up region, follo wed by an almost exponential decay, see Figure 19 . The forme r is due to
the range of the secondary electrons, whereas the latter follows the attenuation of the primary
photons with depth. PDD increases with field size because of an increase in the relative scatter
contrib ution. Likewise, it increases wi th increased SSD due to the inverse sq uare law depen dence
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of dose rate with distance from the source. At first sight, this may appear counterint uitive, as an
increase of S SD should produce a decrease in the photon flux accor ding to the i nverse s quare law.
However, it is the shape of the "1/R2" curve, which is steeper for small distance s and falls less
rapidly for larger distances that determines the SSD dependence of the PDD curve. The latter
being a relative dose measurement between one point and a reference one (usually d max) reflects
relative changes in dose , showing an increase with increased distance, where the dose "fall off"
due to "1/R 2" is more gradual. Finall y, PDD increases with beam energy, see Figure 19 . Also
worthy of noticing in this figure is the increase of d max with increasing energy, as a conseq uence
of inc r eased forward scatter contrib ution a nd electro n range.
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Figure 19 PDD curves in water fo r a 10x10 cm 2 field at a SSD of 1 00 cm for various LINAC photon
energies, f rom [ 17].

3.2.2 Beam Profile
Beam profiles are essential as are used, in conjunction with PDDs, for the calculation of isodose
distributions . They represent dose measureme nts across the beam that is perpen dicular to the
beam axis, at a certain depth. Typical profiles for MV beams consist of two regions, the umbra
(central part) and the penumbra (edges), as shown in Figure 21 , for a LINAC similar to the one
used in this project. The umbra region extends to within 10 to 15 mm from the geometric field
edges of the beam. The latter usually defined at the 50% dose level points on the profile.
However, the area of most interest especia lly to smal l fie ld dosimetry is the penumbra region due
to the steep dose gradients encountered there. It is a combination of two penumbrae types: the
geometric penumbra and the transmission one. The former depends on the size of the source, the
collimators and the SSD and can be calculated by the follo wing equation , based on the parameters
shown in Figure 20 .

 SSD − L 
P = S

L



Eq. 8

where P is the wi dth of the penumbra regio n, S the source size, SSD the so urce to surface
distance and L the so urce to beam defining c ollimator distance.
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Figure 20 Geometric penu mbra fo rmation, from [ 1].

The transmission pe numbra is due to una voidable radiation leakage through the collimator edges,
as well as scatter contributio n. To minimise its effect, both primary and secondary collimators
hav e an oblique shape that attempts to match the beam's divergence. Nonetheless, transmission
penu mbra can not be com pletely removed for all field sizes.
Conseq uently, the dose distributio n at the edges of the beam profile has a sigmoid shape
and extends un der the collimators. It is because of this rapid fall of the dose in the penum bra that
detectors with very good spatial resolution are require d for profile measurements. Fo r example, it
has been shown that in SRS detector sizes down to 3.5 mm in diameter are needed in order to
successfully measure beam pr ofiles in the range of 12.5 mm and onwards [ 18]. This is sufficient
for the larger of t he collimators employed in a gamma knife, b ut does not meet the more stringent
demand s impo sed by the small er ones, with diameters as low as 4 mm [19]. Once again, the
accurate determination o f the dose at the penumbra region of the beam is of crucial impo rtance, as
it will influence the accuracy of t he dose calculat ion by the treatment plan ning system.
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Figure 21 Example of beam prof ile cu rves at v arious dept hs. Beam en ergy 6 MV, field size 10 x 10
cm2, data taken with a VAR IAN 2100 LINAC, f rom [ 17].
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3.2.3 Dose Field Factors
The LINAC dose monitoring system measures dose in monitor units (MU) with the relation
between MU and dose units being machine dependent. In most cases 1 MU is been chosen to
corres pond to 1 cGy delivered at d max in water, for a 10x10 cm 2 field and at 100 cm SSD. This
corres pondence is no longer valid for other field sizes, being smaller for smaller fields and vice
versa. However, since MU's are used to monitor the patient dose delivered during treatment the
effect of field size on dose rate (in cGy/MU) must be accounted for. Output factor, otherwise
known as collimator scatter factor (Sc) is one form of dose field factors that account for the
variation of dose rate (in cGy/ MU) at a point (e.g. d max) with field size. It is defined as the ratio of
dose at a point ( e.g. d max) in air for a given field (A) to that of a reference field (usually 10x10
cm2) [1]:

Sc =

D pair ( A)

Eq. 9

D air
p (10 x10)

It may be measured with an io nisation cham ber with a b uild cup with a typical se t-up as sh own in
the A) below .

Figure 22 Experimental a rrangements for the measu rement of collimator (figu re A) an d phantom (B)
scatt er fact ors [ 1].

For completeness, the pha ntom scatter factor (S p) also shown in Figure 22 accounts for the scatter
contrib ution due to the presence of the phantom material. Finall y, the total scatter factor is the
combin ation of both these factors given by:

S c, p ( r ) = S p ( r ) * S c ( r )
where r is the distance to the s ource.
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Eq. 10
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4 Analysis
This chapter descri bes the experimental wor k undertake n in this p roject, specifically the details of
the measurements describe d in the previous cha pter an d the data analysis.

4.1

Electrical Measurements

The general principles behind the I -V and C-V characteristics were g iven in the previous cha pter.
A brief description of the experimental set-up used for their measureme nt will be given at the
beginning of the corresponding section. Further measurements of "quantities of interest", like
linearity, will be described in following sections (4.1.3) together with its set-up. Finally, there is a
calibration and cross -talk section ( 4.1.4) that however does not require a special set-up but are
rather a by-product of the linearity measurements.

4.1.1 I-V characteristics
A Keithley  487 picoammeter -voltage source was used. This measures the current for a given
value of the applied voltage. The instrume nt is remotely controlled by a PC via a GPIB (IEEE)
interface and LabView  software. The user defines the voltage range by indicat ing the starting
and finishi ng voltage values and step. The "sett ling" time, i.e. the t ime between the applicat ion of
the voltage and the current measureme nt is also user defined , which in our case was set to 1 s.
Each current recording is the average of a predefine d number of measureme nts, here ten, at a
constant v oltage. A threshold value is use d for the c urrent, here 1 µA, to avo id device damage due
to excessive current flow, for example following breakdown. Finally, all measurements were
done in a dark box to avoid systemati c errors due to photocurrent, as silicon is responsive to
visible light. A schematic drawing of the set -up can be seen i n the next figure.

Figure 23 Schematic for the I-V measur ing set -up and detail of the measurements' configu ration
conne ction.
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A typical example of the characteris tic curve for a dio de in one of o ur detectors is sho wn
in the f ollowing figure, taken at 20 °C.

Figure 24 Example of an I-V cu rve for a ty pical diode in our detectors measured at 20 °C.

The two bra nches o f the I -V curve, fo rward and rever se, are evident as expected from the
standard diode theo ry. The forward branch shows an exp onential increase of the cu rrent with bias,
in accorda nce with the Schokley's equation for the ideal diode. On the contrary, the current at
reverse bias stays approximatel y constant with bias, with a slight increase due to surface
(passivation etc.) and volume (depletion etc.) effects, as explained in the previous chapter.
Worthy of notice is the almost six or ders of magnitude differe nce between the two currents.
To further check that this was indeed a typical behavio ur for a detector, the following
figure show s the reverse I -V branches for a number of diodes on the same detector. Most
measurements are within 1 pA with the biggest variation enc ountered being aro und 20 pA.

Figure 25 I-V cu rves for a nu mbe r of diodes of the same det ector.
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Finally, the systema tic variation in leakag e currents between different detectors was
tested. The following figure shows the current distributions for all hundred -and -twenty-eight
(128) diodes in a detector at a constant v oltage, for detectors of the same silicon wafer i n different
stages of the fabrication process . This is of pa rticular interest as i t provides the man ufacturer with
crucial feedback for the fab rication proce ss. For our bene fits, it provides us with an insight of the
effects that the various fabrication steps have on leakage current as well as their relative
magnitude. Th us, the mea n of the leakage curre nt at the depletion v oltage (see next sect ion fo r the
derivation of the latter) for an unpassivated detector was around 0.7 nA, with less than 0.2 nA
variation between detectors. T his increased to around 4 nA f or a fully pr ocessed detector, b ut with
bigger variations between detectors of the order of 2nA, to the limits of our statistics.
Nonetheless, this is sti ll within the acc eptance limi ts of the manufacture r and the s pecifications of
this project. Finally, simi lar values were fou nd for detectors of differe nt wafers with the sp read in
values not exceeding that of a few nA (typical 3 nA). In all the above the voltage was measured
with a 5 digit accuracy (10-5) with a similar error for the current readings [ 1].

Figure 26 Currents distribution of al l diodes at fixed voltage for different detectors of the same
silicon wafer.

4.1.2 C-V characteristic
For the measurement of the C-V characteristic curve a Hewlett-Packard  4274A multi -freque ncy
LCR meter was used together with a Keithley  487 for bias supply. The set-up is identical to the
one shown in Figure 23 with the LCR being inserted between the Keithely 487 and the detector,
both under the control of LabView software. Once again, the user define d the range and step of
the voltage me asurements, the settl ing t ime, as we ll as the number of samples fo r the capacitance
reading at each voltage. A frequency of 100 kHz was selected as appropriate for silicon detectors.
Finally, the user has to select between two models, a parallel and a series one, see [ 1]. This
depen ds on conditions regarding the relative significance of the impedance components of a
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diode, represe nted with the model shown in Figure 27 . There, C and Rp are the capacitance and
resistance of the depleted region, whereas Rs represents the series resistance of the undepleted
part. There are two measu rement con ditions, o ne describe d by the series model (R p >> 1 /? C) and
the other by the parallel (R s << 1/ ? C).

Figure 27 Circuit model of a diode for the interest of the CV measu rements

1) Series model. Typical values of Rp for detector graded, i.e. high resistivity silicon, are ~
10MΩ. The diode capacitance was 3 0 pF, thus at 1 00 k Hz the cap acitive impedance was 1/ ? C ≅
50 kΩ. Therefore, the c ondition R p >> 1/? C of this model is satisfied.
2) Parallel model. Once again based on typical values for the resistivity of detector graded silicon
(ρ ~ 10 k Ω cm) and the diode dimension s (A ≅ 6 104 cm 2, L = 300 µm) one calculates the
resistance of the undepleted part as Rs = ρ (L/A) ≅ 5 m Ω << 1/? C, so this condition is also
satisfied.
As either model was appropriate in our case, we chose for our measureme nts the one
most commonly encountered in the literature, i.e. the series model. An example of a C-V
characteristic for a typical diode in our detectors is sh own in the Figure 28 .
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Figure 28 C-V measurement for a ty pical diode.

From the figure above one can derive the depletion voltage, in accordance with what was
described in the p revious cha pter, fr om the intercept of the tw o linear parts of the c urve. This was
found to be around 70 V. The error in the capacitance measureme nt was 0.1% across the ran ge
whereas the voltage uncertainty was as given in the previous section (10 -5) [1]. The error in the
derived value f or the depletion v oltage is aroun d 1V mainl y by deciding the point of intercept for
the two linear parts o f the curve.
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4.1.3 Linearity tests
A linear response acr oss the dynamic range is of paramo unt imp ortance f or any d osimeter. When
the response is nonlinear one has to make assumptions , as in the case of films, that the
measurements are restricted to the linear part of the response or energy dependent correction
factors have to be employed, each of which has its own uncertainties. The linearit y in the
respo nse of silicon or other semico nductor detectors to radiation is well doc umented , so what was
of interest here was to check the response of the read -out electronics, as this will consequently
define the system's linearity. To that extent, a fixed amount voltage, represented by a square
pulse, was applied to the input of the p reamplifiers (XC HIP) and the outp ut respo nse of the ADC
was recorded. This was d one by connecting a pulse generator in series with an external capacitor
of known value (10 pF), w hich was in turn con nected to the preamplifier input. A typic al plot for
the resp onse is presented in Figure 29 .
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Figure 29 Linearit y plot for the response of the DAQ system (XDAS).

The respo nse is in terms of ADC units (ADU) whereas the voltage values are as dialled in the
pulse generator (3 -digit accuracy). As is evident in the figure the readout electronics have a linear
respo nse across the dynamic range (65000 ADU). The apparent deviation from linearity at low
voltage values is mostly due to the noise of the electronics, which becomes more important for
low signals. This is further evident in the statistical error of the response measureme nt, which
increases with decreasing signal height and becomes significant for signals approac hing the
pedestal levels, typical around 1200 ADU.

4.1.4 Calibration and cross-talk
It is a straightforwar d process to convert the linearity to a calibration plot since the input
capacitance is know n and measure d to be 10.35 ± 0.01 pF. Thus, one can calculate the injected
charge to the preamplifier in put as the p roduct o f the input capacitance and the ap plied v oltage (Q
= C * V), therefore obtaining a relationship between system response in ADC units and input
charge, i.e. a calibration cu rve.
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Figure 30 Calibration cu rve f or the XDAS DAQ system.

By fitting on the linear part of the curve, one o btains the calibration constants, as show n in Figure
30 . Finally, the data in the calibration curve are in agreement with what is expected based on the
specifications provi ded by the manufacture r, i.e. the saturation charge is in agreement with the
"well capacit y" of each chan nel of 15 pC [ 3].
A finally quantity of interest is the "cross talk". This is defined as the response of the
neighbo ur channels for a stimulus on the input of the intermediate (central) channel. Its
importance lies on the fact that it will be a contribution to the system spatial resolution from the
electronics perspective, as any charge created by the radiation on a detector channel will "leak" to
the neighbo uring ones, thus creating a signal response, where none should be expected. To
evaluate the level of cross talk in our system, we measured the average response of the adjacent
neighbo urs either side of a stimulated channel as a function of the size of the central channel
stimulus, sh own in the next figure.
The level of cross talk can be quantified by calculating the ratio of the neighbour
respo nse to that of the central channel at a given voltage. Thus, for input signals close to but
before saturation, e.g. for an input voltage of 1400 mV (corresp onding to 14.5 pC of injected
charge) this is found as 45 ADU / 62874 ADU ≈ 7 10-4. Therefore, we conclude the maximum
cross talk regar ding the read out electronics is a less tha n 10 -3 effect.
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Figure 31 Cross talk fo r the XDAS DAQ system.
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4.2

Dosimetric measurements

These are the most important of the measureme nts as the primary function of our detector is
relative dosimetry for radiothera py modalities. Therefo re, its ability as a dosimeter will be
evaluated on its performance in measuri ng the dosimetric quantities of interest, presented in the
previo us chapter.

4.2.1 Percentage Depth Dose
The variation of the central (bea m) axis dose with de pth in water (tissue) was measure d by means
of a phanto m made by solid water. The detector was positioned on the icocentre with the aid of
the LINAC's optical alignment tools (lasers) and individual slabs of solid water were added on
top to provide differe nt dept hs. The SSD was kept co nstant at 100 cm as was the field si ze of 10 x
10 cm2, whereas the beam energy was 6 MV. The phanto m's area was ar ound 20 x 20 cm 2 enough
to provide lateral electronic equilibrium. A value of 3.5 ms was selected for the integration time
and 10000 for the number of frames at each measuring position. The former means that one
complete pulse of radiation will be reco rded per frame with the LINAC pulse repetition fre quency
being 300 Hz♣ for a dose rate setting of 600 MU/min, as chosen for our measurements. Finally,
the measureme nts were repeated with the use of an ionisation chamber as a benchmar k and to
highlight any deviations. T he results of the PDD measurements are presented in Figure 32 .

Figure 32 Percentage Dose Distribution for 6 MV X-rays, at 100 cm SSD, for 10x1 0 cm 2 field
measured w ith the p roject's det ector (? OD I 128) and one of Weston Park's standa rd ionisation
chambers, see text for detail s.

A linear interpolation has been used to produce the continuo us curve for the ionisation chamber
data. Nonetheless, the agreement between the PDD data measured with this project's dosimeter
and those taken with the ionisation chamber is evident. The largest diffe rence between the two
sets of data was less than 1%. More importantly the depth of the maximum dose was f ound at 1.5
cm in agreement with previous measurements at the hospital and what is expected by 6 MV Xrays, for example see reference [ 17]. Finally, for completeness the statistical errors from the
♣

Taken from the LINAC's user ma nual and verified by a direct mea surement with a scope on the "TRIG"
output port at the control console.
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frame averaging at each measuring point are less than 0.3%, i.e. to sma ll to be visible in the
figure.

4.2.2 Beam Profile
The same set-up as in the previous section was used for the measurement of the beam penumbra
with the only difference that a film replaced the ionisation chamber used as a benchmark.
Likewise, the photo n energy, d ose rate, SSD, field size as well as the integration time and num ber
of frames per measurement were the same. The penumb ra was measured at a wat er equivalent
depth of 5 cm, i.e. deeper than the point of maximum dose (1.5 cm), to allow fo r charge particle
equilibrium conditions. A typical plot with the characteristic shape for the beam penumbra is
shown in Figure 33 .
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Figure 33 Beam penumb ra fo r 6 MV X-rays, at 100 cm S SD, for 10x10 cm 2 field measu red with the
project's detector (DOSI 128) and Weston Park's standa rd (film).

For a dire ct comparis on, the penumbrae measured with both systems (our pr ototype detector and
the film) were normalised to the 50% point. The data were then fitted with a sigmoid function f or
the derivation of the 80% -20% dose points that we used to define the pen umbra being the extent
of the dose distribution between the 80% and 20% dose points. Note, that errors are included in
the above figure but are too small to be visible (<0.2%). The calculated value for the "80-20"
penumbra is in agreement with the one derived by the hospital standard dosimeter (film) within
the erro rs of the measureme nt.

4.2.3 Dose Field Factors
The output factors were the final dosimetric quantity to be measure d in this project. The set up
was that of section 4.2.1 above (PDD measurements) with the main parameters those of 6 MV
photons , 100 cm SSD, 6 00 MU/min, 3.5 ms integrat ion time and 10 000 frames per measurement.
The depth was again 5 cm for the reasons explained in the above. Finally, the field size varied in
accordance with the definition of this q uantity, g iven in previo us chapter. Likewise, the reference
field was ch osen as 10x10 cm 2 in accordance with stan dard practice in the h ospital. The f ollowing
picture sh ows the res ults with o ur detector against those meas ured with an ionisation chambe r.
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Figure 34 Output factors for var ious field sizes measu red with our detect or (red solid circles) and an
ionisation chambe r (black open ci rcles) ♦ .

As shown in Figure 34 , there is very good agreement between the two dosimeters, especiall y for
larger fields, sizes greater than 8x8 cm 2. The agreement worsens progressively as the field size
gets small er, but it never exceeds 2%. However, the ionisation chambe r is unable to provide
reliable information for fields smaller than 3 cm, due to its size.
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5 Conclusions
Radiation detectors play a crucial supp orting role in all aspects of radiotherapy: a) in QA
measurements to check the condition of equipme nt and b) to verify the delivery of the treatment
plan. Modern radiotherapy modalities like IMRT utilise dynamic non uniform radiation fields to
create complex 3D dose distributions that match closer to the treatment volume, thus keeping the
dose to critical organs at a minimum [ 1]. This however imposes stringent demands o n dosimetry
with no single dosimeter commerciall y avai lable at present that mee ts all requirements [ 2].
Similar requirements are encountered in small field dosimetry, as for example in stereotactic
radios urgery, with emp hasis given in high spatial resolution an d small detector size to account f or
dose distributio ns with steep gradients and lateral electronic disequilibrium. It should be noted
that here (SRS) the demand for real time, dynamic measureme nts is not an available option at
present. Nonetheless, suc h an o ption w ould ha ve been a welcomed b onus, helping to allevia te the
"time burd en" and increase patient thr oughput for these highly sought m odalities.
New detectors for ra diothera py dosimetry sho uld measu re all important qua ntities for QA
measurements. Further more, for treatment planning verification they should be able for in-vivo
measurements, for example by measuri ng the dose at the beam's exit from the patient (portal
dose) . It was hoped that the ad vent o f electronic po rtal imaging devices ( EPIDs) will finall y make
this possible [ 3]. However, although EPIDs are presently offered as standard equipment with any
new Linac, they are not yet in common practice at NHS hospitals let alone have replaced the
conve ntional detectors. This is because they ha ve their o wn drawbac ks, which i nclude [ 4, 5]:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy dependent respo nse, because of the scintillator.
Small signals, especia lly in camera based systems, mostl y due to light losses by the
optical compo nen ts (mirror and lens).
Spatial aberrations, m ostly encou ntered i n the camera systems d ue to the lens.
Low spatial resolution due to light diffusio n in the scintillator and the optical coupling,
commo n to all in direct detection systems.
"Salt and pep per" noise in the image as a result of radiation damage to the camera.
Field size depende nt response due to optical cross talk between multiple light reflections
between mirr or and lens (camera systems).
Memory effects in TFT arrays ("on beam axis" systems), mostly those made by
amorp hous seleniu m techn ology.
Slow read-out rates, es pecially in TFT arrays.

Figure 1 Electronic po rtal imaging devices: a) Camera based system (left) and b) right, a system
using a flat p anel TFT a rray [3].
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The prototype detector evaluated in this project, looks very promising as dosimeter for
radiothera py applications. It was able to pe rform QA relevant tasks by meas uring the q uantities of
interest. Specifically, during dosimetric measurements with 6 M V X -rays from a cl inical Linac, it
was sh own that:

•

The depth dose measurements, like PPDs, were as expec ted and in agreement with
measurements ma de with a n ionisation cham ber.

•

Off -axis measurements, like beam profiles, were as good as those with film in resolving
the pen umbra.

•

Output factors, where measured for various field sizes in good agreement with an
ionisation chambe r. Moreove r, it was possible to resolve fields smaller than 2 cm, i.e.
much s maller th an what is p ossible with a n ionisation chamber.

•

Finally, dyna mic measurements were possible and in real time. Figure 2 below gives an
example of a dose distribution (dynamic wedge ) created by the appropriate motion of a
MLC rather than a static wedge sha ped collimator .

Based on these results, the work undertaken here should continue to further develop specialised
dosimeters. Efforts should be taken to develo p dedicated systems for QA or treatment planning
verification. Linear arrays of larger size should be fabricated, able to measure all fields
encou ntered in clinical cases, which could be up to 40 cm wide. With the processing of 12" (ca.
30 cm) silicon wafers being commo n practice for the microelectronics industry nowadays, this
should be feasible. To maintain the same resolution even at the largest fie lds the num ber o f pixels
will increase with an accompanying burden in the read -out channels. Once more , the use of
multichannel read -out electronic chips (ASICs) and power ful dedicated data acquisition systems
should be utilised , as demonstrated in particle physics experiments, where one is able to cope
with million of channels w orking at M Hz rates.
The Technology Business Unit and CCLRC at a larger extent, is very well placed to
undertake such a task due to its long experience in developing detector systems for particle
physics experiments. Further more, TBU's detec tor division is already transfer ring knowledge
created in PPD experiments. For example, the electronics used in this project are based on the
XCHIP ASIC, originall y developed for synchr otron radiation experiments [ 6], itself a "spin -off"
of the highly successful MX family employed in PPD experiments for the last 20 years.
Moreover, with the creation of the new cou ncil (STFU K) this is an idea l tim e for the exploitation
of particle physics technology for the benefit of the gene ral pu blic .
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Figure 2 Dose dist ribution profile of a "Dynamic Wedge" creat ed by movi ng MLC coll imators ala
dIMRT.
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